Erratum

The Journal publishes corrections when they are of significance to patient care, scientific data or record-keeping, or authorship, whether that error was made by an author, editor, or staff. Errata also appear in the online version and are attached to files downloaded from jbjs.org.

In the article entitled “A New Approach to Managing Patients with Problematic Metal Hip Implants: The Use of an Internet-Enhanced Multidisciplinary Team Meeting. AAOS Exhibit Selection” (2015;97:e20[1-8]), by Berber et al., the “High risk” heading in Table IV was incorrectly labeled as “Low risk” and vice versa. The Birmingham Hip Resurfacing and ReCap prostheses are now listed as “Low risk”; and the ADEPT, Durom, MITCH, and ASR prostheses are now listed as “High risk.”
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